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JEDADIAH:

I've lived in Wyoming my whole life. The family has been in Wyoming, well... for
generations. Now when it came time for me to go to college, my parents can't - couldn't
afford to send me to college. I wanted to study theatre. And I knew that if I was going to go
to college, I was going to have to get on a scholarship - and so, they have this competition
each year, this Wyoming state high school competition. And I knew that if I didn't take first
place in, uh, duets that I wasn't going to get a scholarship. So I went to the theatre
department of the university, looking for good scenes, and I asked one of the professors - I
was like, "I need - I need a killer scene," and he was like, "Here you go, this is it." And it
was from Angels in America. So I read it, and I knew that I could win best scene if I did a
good enough job. And when the time came, I told my mom and dad so that they would
come to the competition. Now you have to understand, my parents go to everything - every
ball game, every hockey game - everything I've ever done. And they brought me to their
room, and told me that if I did that scene, that they would not come to see me in the
competition. Because they believed that it is wrong - that homosexuality is wrong - they felt
that strongly about it that they didn't want to come see their son do probably the most
important thing he'd done to that point in his life. And I didn't know what to do. I had never
gone against my parents' wishes. So I was kind of worried about it. But I decided to do it.
And all I can remember about the competition is that when we were done, me and my
scene partner, we came up to each other and we shook hands and there was a standing
ovation. Oh, man, it was amazing! And we took first place, and we won. And that's how I
can afford to be here at the university, because of that scene. It was one of the best
moments of my life. And my parents weren't there. And to this day, that was the one thing
that my parents didn't see me do. And thinking back on it, I think, why did I do it? Why did
I oppose my parents? 'Cause I'm not gay. So why did I do it? And I guess the only honest
answer I can give is that, well, I wanted to win. There are certain things when I sit in
church. And the reverend will tell you flat out that he doesn't agree with homosexuality -
and I don't know - I think right now, I'm going through changes, I'm still learning about
myself and - you know I don't feel like I know enough about certain things to make a
decision and say, "Homosexuality is right." When you've been raised your whole life that it's
wrong - and right now, I would say that I don't agree with it - yeah, that I don't agree with
it but - maybe that's just because I couldn't do it - and speaking in religious terms - I don't
think that's how God intended it to happen. But I don't hate homosexuals and, I mean, I'm
not going to persecute them or anything like that. At all - I mean, that's not gonna get in
the way between me and the other person at all. My parents asked me "So, what plays are
you doing this year at school?" And I was like, "Angels in America," and I told them the
whole list of plays. And they're like, "Angels in America? Is that... that play you did in high
school? That scene you did in high school?" And I was like, "Yeah." And she goes: "Huh. So
are you gonna audition for it?" And I was like, "Yeah." And we got in this huge argument...
and my best, the best thing that I knew I had them on is it was just after they had seen me
in a performance of Macbeth, and onstage, like, I murdered like a little kid, and Lady
Macduff, and these two other guys, and she goes, "Well, you know homosexuality is a sin."
- she kept saying that - so I go, "Mom, I just played a murderer tonight. And you didn't
seem to have a problem with that..."

I tell you, I have never prepared myself this much for an audition in my life. Never ever.
Not even close.


